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ABSTRACT

Photoluninescence measuremenEs and magnetoquantum oscillations in the differential capacitance
are used to measure space-charge buildup and study electron thermalization in a double-barrier
resonant tunneling structure based on n-type (AlGa)As. The intrinsic bisLability observed in
the I(V) characLeristics is also seen in the linewidth and photon energy of the
photoluminescence. The spectroscopic data reveal clearly the importance of intersubband
transitions in the voltage range at which electrons tunnel resonanlly into the second bound
state of the quantum we1l. A novel field-induced enhancement of the intrinsic bistability
effect is reported for Alll.

INTRODUCTION

Two major themes of this and the previous HCIS conference have been the remarkable electrical
properties of resonant tunneling and superlattice devices and the use of optical techniques to
probe the energy distribution of carriers in quantum wells. Although resonant tunneling in a
double-barrier seniconductor heterostructure was demonstrated fifteen years ago (Chang, Esaki
and Tsu, 1974), the field is still extremely acLive. As a result of the improvement of naterial
quality, resonant tunneling and novel magneto-eleclric quantization effects have been observed
in devices with well widths up to 180 nm (Alves and co-workers, 1989; Eaves and co-workers,
L988; England and co-workers, 1989; Henini and co-workers, L989). Considerable interest and
controversy has been generated by the argument about whether resonant tunneling should be
regarded as a coherent or sequential process (Payne, 1986; weil and vinter, 1987; Luryi, 1985).
In the sequential mode1, resonantl-y tunneling electrons undetgo scattering processes in the
quantum well, thereby losing quantum mechanical phase coherence before tunneling out through the
collector barrier. i.lhen the second barrier has a relatively low transnission coefficient, a
significant electronic space-charge can build up in the well at resonance (Ricco and Azbel,
1984). This charge must be taken into account when considering the current-voltage characteris-
tics, I(V), (Goldnan and co-workers, 1987a,b; Payling and co-workers, 1988; Sheard and Toombs,
f988). Recently, Young and co-workers (1988) denonstraLed the potential of photoluminescence
spectroscopy as a neans of probing the electrons in the quantum well under resonant tunneling
conditions.

This paper describes how a combination of magnetoLransport, capacitance-voltage and photo-
luminescence measurenent can provide detailed information about space-charge and energy
relaxation effects in resonant tunneling devices. In structures with barriers of different
Lhicknesses (Alves and co-workers, 1988; Leadbeater and co-workers, 1988), or different heights
(Zaslavsky and co-workers, 1988) a large buildup of charge in the well is expected at resonance
when electrons are injected through the thinner emitter barrier and are inhibited fron tunneling
out due to the lower transnission coefficient of the thicker collector barrier. Thls leads to
inLrinsic bistability in I(V). The nagneto-osclllations in the dlfferential capacitance and
tunneL current monitor both the space-charge buildup in Ehe quantun well and in the accwulation
layer of the emitter contact. In contrast to previous studies of magnetoquantum oscillalions in
symmetric DBS's (Goldman, Tsu and Cunningham, 1987b; Payling and co-workers, l-987) we flnd that
the quasi-Fermi level of the electrons stored in the well lies significantly below the Ferrni
level of the electrons in the emitter accumulation layer. We attribute this to energy

relaxation of the stored charge distribution wnrch wlll occur if the electron storage time in
the quantum well is sufficiently long. Estimates of thls slorage time obtained exPerimentally
an<l iheoretically are consistent with this hypothesis. The resonant tunneling process in our

asymmelric DBS is thus truly sequential raEher than coherent. !,le also demonstrate how a magnetic

field, applied perpendiculri to-thu plane of the tunnel barriers lfll;) can lead to a strong
enhancement of intrinsic bistability as a lesult of the large degeneracy of Landau states in the

quancum lirnit (Leadbeater and Eaves, 1989).
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DETAILS OF STRUCTURE OF THE DEVICE

Our asymmetric structure consisted of the following layers in order of growth from the n+GaAs
substrate: (i) 2 pm GaAs, doped to 2 x 1018 cm-3, 1ii; 50 nm GaAs, 1017 cm-3, (iii) 50 nm GaAs,
1016 cn-3, (iv) 3.3 nm GaAs, undoped, (v) 8.3 nm Alo.oGro.uA", undoped (thin barrier), (vi) 5.8
nm GaAs, undoped (well), (vii) 11.1 nm AIn oGao .As. undoped lthick barrier), (viii) 3.3 nm
GaAs, undoped, (ix) 50 nn GaAs, 1016 sp-3, (x) 50 nm CaAs, 1.017 cm 3 (xi) 0.5 tm CaAs, 2 x LO\8
cm-3, top contact. The layers were processed into mesas of diameter 200 pn. The conducEion-
band profile with the top contact biased positively, is shom in Fig. 1. A bound state is forned
in the accumulation region adjacent to the emitter barrier and, at liquid helium temperatures,
the associated two-dimensional electron gas (2DEC) is degenerate. The accumulation potential
may be modelled satisfactorily using a variaLional solution for the bound-state wave function.
At a bias of 330 mV the electric field in the emitLer barrier is 29 kV cm-1 and the width of the
accumulation region is -14 nm. In the remainder of this layer (-36 nm) the Fermi level is close
to the conduction-band edge since the doping density (1016 q6-3) is close to the Mott metal-
insulator transition. However, this does not give rise to an important series resistance as
shom by previous studies of similarly doped single-barrier structures.

MAGNETOTUNNELING AND CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENTS

The current-voltage characteristic for our asymmetric DBS at 4 K is shown in Fig. 2 for the
region corresponding to resonant tunneling into the first quasi-bound state of the quantun wel,l.
The region of the second resonance is considered later. The figure shows clearly the threshold
for resonant tunneling at Vrn :330 mV, the turn-off at V :725 m\l where the current peaks, and
the region of intrlnsic bistability. The transverse cotpBtertt" of monentum and hence transverse
kinetic energy are conserved in the resonant tunneling process. Total energy is also conserved
so resonant tunneling occurs when the energies of the bound staLes in the accumulation layer and
quantum well essentially coincide. However, because of finite level widths, the tunneling rate
from emitter into well will be a sharply peaked resonant function of the voltage drop across the
emitter barrier. The observed resonant tunneling range VLh to VD corresponds to climbing up
this resonance peak. It is the screening effect of the charge blildup in the quantun well
(electrostalic feedback) that is responsible for the extended voltage range over which resonant
tunneling is observed in the I(v) curve and the appearance of current bistability. Lrhen the
applied voltage is increased, only a very smal1 voltage change across the emitter barrier is
needed to charge up the well and, due to the screening effect of this charge, almosl all the
extra voltage drop occurs across the collector barrier and depletion layer- When biased in the
opposite direction a very sharp maximum in the I(V) curve is observed (Alves and co-workers,
1988) since in this case (thin collector barrier) Lhere is little charge buildup and electro-
static feedback is negligible. The bistability does not then appear.

conservation of Lransverse kinetic energy in resonant tunneling requires lhe Fermi levels in the
accumulation layer and quantm well to coincide. But the theory of resonant tunneling (Sheard
and Toombs, 1988) shows that the slates of transverse molion in the well are only partially
occupied, since the occupancy is determined dynamically by the balance between the transition
rates into and out of the well. However, if the energy relaxation time is much less than the
charge storage time in the well, the electron dislribution will be able Lo thernalize to the
lattice temperature and establish a well-defined quasi-Ferni level below that in the eni-Lter
contact. This is the situation illustrated in Fig. 1. The Ferni energy of a thermalized 2DEG

in the quantum well is less than the Ferni energy of the 2DEG in Lhe accumulation layer since
the bound-state levels essentially coincide during resonant tunneliug.

We have investigated this possibility by studying magneto-oscillations in the capacitance of the
structure for a magnetic field BllJ. In this geometry the states of transverse motion of a
degenerate 2DEG (in emitter or well) are quantized into Landau levels. Theoretically,
oscillations with a definite period A(1/B) in I/B ar).se from a modulation of the charge when
Landau levels pass through the quasi-Fermi 1evel. This charge modulation affects the distribu-
tion of electric potential and screening lengLhs and hence modulates the capacitance of the
device. The frequency of the oscillations Br : \L(L/B))-1 is thus related to the Fermi energy
EF by Br : m*Er/eh, where m* is the effective nass. For fully, as opposed to parcially,
occupied states EF : hzrn/m*, where n is the areal electron density. This gives t:2eBr/h.

The voltage dependence of the differential capacitance C and parallel conductance c : l/R are
also ploLEed in Fig. 2. The differential parameters were measured at I tlHz with a rnodulation of
3 nV using a Hewlett-Packard 4275A LCR meter in the node which analyses the impedance of a
device as a capacitor C and parallel resistor R. Between 10 kHz and 2 MHz these parameters are
also independent of measurement frequency. Fig. 3 shows typical oscillatory structure in the
variation of capacitance wlth magnetic fie1d. Sinilar oscillations are also observed in the
current I and conductance G but are less well defined. To reveal more clearly multi-periodic
behaviour we have Fourier analysed the experirnental capacitance traces. The distributions of
magneto-oscillation frequencies B. thus obtained are shovn in Fig. 4 for different applied
voltages.

Below the threshold voltage Vrn, there is a single peak in the magneto-oscillation spectrum.
This peak is clearly associated with the 2DEG in the emitLer accumulation 1ayer, since the
corresponding areal density nu increasas steadily with voltage up to VLh as shown in Fig. 5.
Moreover, the static capacitance values, given by the ratio of total accumularion charge to
applied voltage, are in good agreenent with the ac values shom in l'ig. 2 and are consistent
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F]rg. I (1eft) Conduction-band profile under applied voltage V showing bound-state levels (solid
lines) in emitter and well and quasi-Fermi levels (dashed lines)'

Flg.2 (rigltt) Voltage dependence of dc current I, ac capacilance c and parallel conductance G

measured at I YIHZ and 4 K.
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Ftg. 5 Areal density n versus voltage V for.charge ln the accumulation layer n" (clrcles) and

*.i1.* (trlangles). The values of n are deduced from the peaks ln the Fourler spectrum'

wlth our theoretlcal modelllng of the potentlal dlstrlbutlon across the heteroabructure. Ite
have also lnvestlgated the magneto-osclllal-lons when ttre magnetlc fleld ls tllted at an angle d
to the nornal to the layers. Up to 0 : 40o the form of the oscllLatlons as a funcEion of Bcosd
ls largely unchanged. This confirns the l-wo-dinenslonal nature of Lhe electrons ln the emlEter
accunulatlon layer.

Betr,teen Vr" and VD, this magneLo-osclllatlon frequency ls lndependent of voltage (Ftg. 4) and
wlthln experlmentll error, the accumulatlon denslty n, remains constanl- at 2.2 x 1011 cm-2.
Hence the electrlc fleld and voltage drop across the emltler barrler renain virtually unchanged
ln thls range, which is consistent wlth our model of resonanl- tunneling between tound states ln
the emltter ancl quantttm welJ-. Also irr Llre resonant turrnelLrtg regJorr, a second, weaker peak
appears in the magueto-osclllation spectrum (ftg. a). The frequetrcy of t-hls peak glves an areaL
denslty n,, whlch lncreases throughout thls range and approaches na at the voltage Vo for
maxlmum currenE (Flg. 5). l.Je attribute this peak to a degenerabe elecLron dlstributlon stored
ln the quantum well whose t.emperature T" << 6a"/k = 15 K at B : L T. The equality of n, and n"
at V - Vo ls to be expected theoretically slnce the peak transltion rate into the well ls much
greater than rhe decay rate out of the well throughout the collector barrier. The dynamtcally
determlned occupancy of the states ln the well ls then close to unity and energy relaxation has
11ttle effecf on the electron distribuElon.

Thls coollng of the electrons is conflrmed by comparlng the llfetlrne r" of the elecLrons ln the
well wlth the energy relaxation rate. The llfetlme r" ls llmlted by tunnellng through the
collecbor barrier and ls related to the current denslty by J - n"e/r" (Sheard and Toombs, 1988).
At the resonance peak (J = 0.06 A cm-2, n* = 2 x lolr cm-2) thts gtves r. - 0,6 ps. The energy
relaxatlon must be vla spontaneous emlsslon of acoustlc phonons slrtce Llre temperature ls 1ow (4
K) and the electron klnetlc energies (8, - 7 meV) are too small for optlc-phonon processes. An
estimate of the emlsslon rate r-1 fron ttre deformation potential glves ron - 10-s s for a well-
wldLh of 5.8 nm. Thls ls lndeed much shorter than r". We note thal eleltron-electron
scatterlng ls not lmportanl here since the phonon emlsslon rate ls sufflclenLly large to
thermallze the electron dlstrlbution to the lattlce tenperature wlt.trin the available time r" .

When V lncreases above vb a transitlon occllrs ln whlch charge ls expelled from the well wlth a
consequent redlstrlbutloir of potentlal and resonant tunnellng can tro lorrger occur, Thls resulbs
in a step-wlse Lncrease ln the accurnulatlon layer denslby to na = 3 x 10rl cn-z, as shown ln
Fig. 5. For V > Vo only a slngle magneto-oscllJ-ation perlod ls ol;served. The different eharge
states of the devlce on the hlgh- and low-current parts of the lryst.eresis loop are also cJ-early
shown by the dlfferent magneto-osclllatlon frequencles observed. The correspondlng sheeb denslty
lncreases smoothly wlth voltage showlng that, in thls case, there is 1l,tLle charge bulldup in
the well. We note here that tlre broad maxlnrurn In I(V) above the currerrl- blstablllty ls due Eo
lnelastic tunneling processes which have been prevlously obeerved and dlscussed elsewhere
(Leadbeater and co-workers, 1989).

The prlncipal features of the C(V) curve of FIg.2 can also be untlerstood ln terms of our model,
We may regard the DBS as two parallel plabe capacltors C, (emitter barrler and accumulatlon
layer) and C, (collecEor barrler and depletlorr layer) conneccod ln serles. The charge on the
comnon centril plate correeponds Lo Lhe charge sEored ln the quantum well. The steep fall ln
capacltance at low volteges ls due to the rapld increase ln depletion length ln the llghtly-
doped (1016 cm-3) collector layer whlch decreases Cr. The slower decrease for V ) 50 mV is due
to the less repld rela of depletion of the layer doped to 1-0r' cm-r. Ilowever, the most notable
features are the 6harp lncrease ln capacitance at Vr, and subsequent fall at V When the bound
sEates of the accumuletlon layer and luantum well ai'd on resonance, the voltag3 drop across C,

ls essentlalLy constant. An lncrease ln applled voltage therefore appears almost entlrely
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across Cr. The measured differential capacitance is thus C = Cz in the resonant tunneling
region, whereas off-resonance C - Cfz/(Cr + C2) < Qz.
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This quasi-static argunent is not obviously applicable at 1 !1H2, where the Deasurements of
differential capacitance were made. In a snall-signal analysis (Sheard and Toonbs, 1989) based
on the sequential theory of resonant tunnelj.ng, C, and C, have parallel resislors R, and R,
respectively. R, allows electrons tunneling from the emitter to charge the quantw well whilst
R, allows the stored charge to leak through the collector barri.er. our previous arguloent is
eQuivalent co the assuption that during resonant tunneling, R, becomes very small and
effectively short-circuits C, so that the measured capacitance C = Cr. By identifying the time
constant RrC, with the storage time r" we have r" -RrC, - RC during resonance. The values
shom in fig'. Z gtue r" - O.Liis at VD, which is"consisient with our previous estimate from the
dc current and charge.- An approximat6 theoretical estinate of r" can be made by calculating the
attempt rate (obtained from the energy of the bound stale above the bottom of the well - 58 neV)
and the transmission coefficient of a rectangular barrier (conduction band offset - 320 meV).
This gives r. - L ps. Under bias a smaller value is expected since the average coll-ector-barrier
height is then decreased. Measuremencs of the tunneling escape time fron the quantu well of a

DBS have also been made by studying the temporal decay of photolurdinescence (Tsuchiya and co-
workers, 1987). However, the optical determination of r" is limited to thin-barrier structures
for which r" is less than the radi-ative recombinatj-on tine tr - 0.5 ns. In our asymetric
structure ii is the thick collector barrier which gives rise to lhe long rc.

PHOTOLT]MINES CENCE MEASUREMENTS

The above picture of the resonant tunneling process is conplemented by low tesperature photo-
iminescence (PL) measurements (Hayes and co-workers, 1989). These rere performed at 2 K using
1.95 eV incident radiation of low power density (( 1 W cm-2) with the device in forward bias.
Fig. 5 conpares the I(V) characteristics, taken this time under weak illmination, with the key
features of the PL data: PL intensicy, linewidth and photon energy at the PL peak. The peak in
I(V) at 2.4 V, not shown in Fig.2, corresponds Co resonant tunneling into the second quasibound
state of the quantm well. This also shows a region of intrinsic bistability (A1ves and co-
workers, 1988). Detailed modelling of the device shous that on the second peak in I(V), the
electronic space-charge is mainly in the lower state of the electron quantun well whereas the
current nainly arises from electrons directly tunneling out of the upper state (see also Foster
and co-workers, 1989).

The PL arises from electron-hole recombination between the lowest electron and heavy hole states
in the quantu well. On resonance, the electrons present in the well arise predoninantly fron
the charge buildup which occurs during the tunneling, whereas the holes are phoLocreated
principally in the GaAs contact regions. The holes then diffuse and drift to the collector
barrier where they accmulate and tunnel into the well (inset to Fig. 6).

Figure 5(a) shows the variation of PL peak energy with V. The PL peak energy corresponds to
recornbination of holes with electrons in the lower bound state of the (elecLron) quantun well,
even when the device is biased for resonant tunneling of electrons into the second bound state.
This indicates the importance of intersubband scatlering in relaxing the energy of resonantly
lunneling electrons. A large shift to lower energy of 20 rneV at 3.3 V, due to the SLark shift
of the electron and hole quasibound states, is observed. The shift is close to that expected
for a -50 A well in an electric field of -2 x 10s V cm-1. There are two disconlinuities and
bistable regions in the variation of peak energy with bias (expanded versiort, Itig. 7),
corresponding to those in I(V). These arise fron the changes in the energies of Ehe quasibound
states in the well, and of the band gap renormalizal:ion, between the on- and off-resonant
states.

The variation of PL linewidth versus bias is shown in Fig. 6(b), and on an expanded scale in
Ftg. 7. As V is swept, the linewidth increases up to the switch-off of the fj.rst resonance
(0.7 V) where iL faLls sharply and remains fairly constant until the threshold voltage for the
second resonance at -1.7 V. Here the Iinewidth steadily increases with tunneling current up lo
the switch-off, where it again falls sharply and then stays constanL ln a similar manner to the
first resonance. The variation of the linewidth with bias is very similar t-o that of the
current, see Fig. 6(a). Bistability and accompanying hysteresis loops are again observed. The

increase in PL linewidth with resonant current is due to free carrier broadening and indicates
filling of electron states in the wel1, as confirmed by magnetic field measurenents (Hayes and

co-workers, 1989) .

The change in linewidth betueen the on- and off- resonant states can be used to determine \ at
the resonances. For the first resonance, by convolving the lineshape observed off resonance
(where n, = 0) with a Fermi function (including a decreasing osclllator strength_towards E.), a

Sood fit"to the experinental spectrum can be obEained, and values of E, - 7.5 + 1.0 meV and

i.: <r.2 + 0.3) x 1011 cm-2 deduced. This is in excellent agreement with that given by the
electrical neasurements (see Fig. 5). For the second resonance, the fitting is less reliable
due to the absence of a sharp Fermi cut-off in the spectrum, but values of EF - 12 ! 2 meV and

n": (3.5 t 0.5) x 1011 cm-2 are esEimated. More accurate values for nw, witllout^any fitting
plocedure, are obtained from the magneto-PL measurements (Hayes and co-workers, 1989).
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Flg, 6 Variation with bias voltage of current (Fig. 6(a) dashed); PL peak position (Fig. 6(a);
circles), PL linewidrh (full uidth half maximum) (Fig. 6(b)); integrated PL intensity (Fig.
6(c)). o - 1ow I sEate, . - high I state. The bistable, hysteresis loops are exhibited in the
bias dependence of the current, PL peak energy and linewidttr. The inset shows a diagrarn of the
energy bands and quasi-Fermi levels in the structure at the bias voltage of the first resonance.
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V (V)

v (v)

Fig. I I(V) plors ar T - 4 K for B : 0, 7 and 11.4 T (BllJ) showing-the magnetic field
enhancement of the intrinsic bistability on Lhe flrst resonance in forward blas'
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Figure 5(c) shows the PL intensity as a function of V. The maximum of PL incensity occurs

beiween the two resonances at tr.0 V where there is no electron charge bulldup. In contrast to
the model of Young and co-workers (1988) we therefore deduce that l-he PL intensity is not, in
general, simply pioportional to n* in the quantum well, but also depends strongly on the

iopulation oi 
-ttu.i.ority 

carriei holes in the wel1. Most of the holes which particiPate in
the PL tunnel into the weil through Lhe thicker collector barrier. The effective height of the

collector barrier to the holes is reduced with increasing bias, thus accounting in part for the

rise in PL intensity between 0 and I V. The strong decrease of the PL signal from 1 to 3-3-V

can be understood by reference to the inset of Fig. 6. When the bias is increase beyond 1 V'

che injected holes will tunnel through the first barrier more easily, but with an increasing
number passing straight over the second barrier. The dynamic hole populati-on in the well will
then fall with a consequent decrease in PL intensity as the bias ls increased further (1 0 V to
3.5 V), in agreement with experiment.

MAGNETICALLY-INDUCED ENHANCEMENT OF INTRINSIC BISTABILITY

In the course of our magnetic field sEudies of asymmetric structures (Leadbeacer and Eaves,

1989), we found thaE th! voltage width of the intrinsic bistability on the first resonace peak

in I(V) could be enhanced by tte apptication of a magnetic field_B applied perpendicular-to the

plane of rhe barriers lnil.'yl fni" i" tllrr"t.".ua in nig. 8, which.compares the zero field I(V)
ptoa 

"itt 
those for i ani LL-+ T and shows the principal bistability. extendi.g over a wider

voltage range. Additional, weaker regio.s. of bl:stauiiity arise on the low current section of

theprinciPalbistabilityloop.Inaquantizingmagneticfield,thehighcurrentsecLionofthe
principal tirt.biliay, fru.ff.a 6 - g o. the 11:4 T P1ot, corresponds to resonanl tunneling fron

thelowest(n:0)Landaulevelofthe2DEGintheaccumulationlayeroftheemittertothen:
0 Landau revel of the lower quasibound state of the quantun well. The bistability at B - 0 is

controlled by the amount of negative space-charge that resides in the quantun well at resonance'

Lro:

1.00.5

This is a naximun (-2.2 x l0r1 cm-2) when the quasi-Fermi,levels in the emitter 2DEG and quantum

well are equal. In a magnetlc fieli, the d.generacy (including spirr) of each Landau level is

Z.i)n-.-tn i"fore, the loiest Landau level of the lower bound state of the well can hold an

elecErondensitywhichincreaseslinearlywithBandcarlgreatlyexceedthevalueatB-0'The
voltage aL the current peak of the bistatility increases with B at a rate which is consistent

with an electron sheet iensity in the well of 2eR/h' The additional' smaller regions of

bistabilityontheTandll.4Tplotsareduecospace-chargebuilduparisingfromtransitions
involvingachangeinLandaulevelindexfronaccunulationlayertoquantumwell.Thiscan
occurbyelaslic"""t..,.i'gorbytheemissionofalongitudinalopticphonon(Leadbeaterand
co-workers, 1989).
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CONCLUS I ON

We have described the use of high uagnetic fields and photoluninescence techniques to reveal new
phenonena in resonant tunneling structures. Particular emphasis has been placed on the
importance of space-charge buildup, its role in intrinsic bistability and energy relaxation
effects.
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